




The Brief

 THE BRIEF 

Create an additional product 
to compliment the NME brand, 
and to enhance the ‘online’ user 
experience and drive awareness 
of upcoming new bands through 
small music venues promoting 
gigs in the London area.

Considering today’s market trend 
on distributing events promotional 
information and how this will 
impact the brands recognition 
online and ultimately drive sales 
for artists, considering the brand 
values throughout the design.

 OVERVIEW OF THE BRAND

As a leading music journal over 
the decades, NME has retained 
it’s publication by recognising 
what it’s readers want and 
how they want to receive the 
information by adjusting to 
market trends.

 BRIEF BACKGROUND TIMELINE

1952 NME was established, it is a British journalism magazine.
It was the first British paper to include a singles chart.

1970 Best-selling British music newspaper.

1996 An online version of NME was launched.

2015 NME was relaunched in September 2015 as a national
distributed ‘free’ publication, due to the fall in sales at
newsstands. Within 5 months of the relaunch circulation
figures were the highest in the brands history, beating the
previous record in 1964 at the time of the Beatles fame.



Why this Brief?

 ATTRACTION 

I’ve been reading NME and other  
music magazines since the mid 
nineties. I had an interest in 
music from an early age having 
my first vinyl player at the age of 
5. Following on from that, all the 
trendy music devices of the time! 
Whilst I still have a vinyl player, 
I continue to follow the music 
trends and use mainly music 
apps, which brought me to design 
the NME Live app!

 EXPERIENCE

As well as listening to music on 
devices, I throughly enjoy going to 
gigs, club nights and festivals. 

My first gig was 1993, at the age 
of 13, seeing the Prodigy live and 
then again in 1994 and having the 
chance to get on stage with the 
band and dance. It was an easy 
way to get me hooked on going 
to gigs! 

Back then, we usually went to the 
local record shop to collect gig 
tickets, but now it’s a lot more 
hassle free with the use of apps.

 MUSIC MIX

I have always enjoyed a variety of 
genres from house, rock, metal, 
jazz and soul and even more. This 
has given also given me a wide 
mix of friends as mostly I have 
connected with people through 
music. Having an interest in a 
wide variety of genres, it’s given 
me an appreciation to listen and 
experience live music as a whole.

 CAREER

Working and running events 
throughout my career, I 
understand the importance of 
looking after guests and their 
experience. 

Whether that’s running an event or 
getting the information out to the 
guests to make their experience 
as smooth as possible. It’s 
important to me that people 
have the confidence in what I do 
and by winning a Delivering the 
Difference Award this has proven 
what I do is successful.





Research and Development

 MARKET TRENDS

Music artists have a strong online 
presence on music platforms. 

Music applications track artist 
tour dates.

The reunion of bands is pushing 
gig sales.

 MARKET TRENDS

Music artists have a strong online 
presence on music platforms. 

Music applications track artist 
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The reunion of bands is pushing 
gig sales.

  COMPETITORS ANAYLSIS

Having undertaken a competitors 
analysis, I reviewed apps listing 
their pros and cons with an action 
plan to target market.

Apps reviewed: 

Live Nation
Song Kick
Bands in Town 
Eventro
Map your Gigs
Workers Beers
Seatgeek
Gig Maps



Competitors



Competitors

Pros Cons
 Built with GPS - find nearest bands to you
 Listed views with images on a scrolling menu
 Linked to tickets
 Big named acts 
 Directions to gigs
 ‘Comment’ or ‘Like’ feature
 Apple Pay
 Clean UI/UX Design

 Launch page not map based search, mainly listed view
 Not all has genre search
 Lack band or genre details
 Forced log in to social media and music platforms
 Most make the user log in with Facebook
 Scans your own msuic platforms - not being introduced to new bands.
 Navigation not working properly, confusing navigation
 Slow upload time
 Built like a website and not mobile responsive 
 Amercian applications, priced in USD



Target Market

Move the weekly Gigs listed 
in NME magazine, now pdf 
online to an online app

Product / USP Promotion
 Features live music for the week
 No Facebook or music platform log in required
 Listing all small/new bands playing live nearest to you
 Promote small/upcoming bands
 Clearly Illustrating genres with icons
 Launch search map based with genre icons and optional listing menu

 The app will be prototyped on invision with a view to launching on 
 the App Store, tickets will be sent to email.

  Promotion within the app store, NME Magazine, any other London based
publication application e.g. Time Out and word of mouth

 It will be free to bands and users, once app is established charge bands 
for promotion or number of ticket sales



User Goals

 Basic functionality
 Offers a flexible ticket purchasing feature





Concept Development

 Basic functionality Wireframe for initial idea 

Launch Search Listings Details Purchase Confirm



Concept Development

Logo Development

 Originally starting with the idea of the app named London Interactive 
Gig Guide as my wireframe was quite in depth and had many features
 Following competitors research, it was best suited to go with NME Live, 
combining the Live section and logo from NME magazine with the NME logo.



Creating a Colour Palette

 Reviewing a wide range of NME Magazines for colour.
 Using Adobe Color to pick out colours that match.
 Created the colour palette, which is to the right.
 Reviewing NME buttons and colours on their website.
 Using the main brand colour ‘red’ in my design.



Screen Development

 Initial Wireframe.



Screen Development

 Further developing the wireframe to simplify the user experience.



Screen Development

 Typeface Helvetica Neue, to stay inline with NME brand identity.
 Icons and Calendar created in Illustrator.
 Calendar developed into a slide in from the side calendar as a GIF on the prototype.

Icon Development Calendar Development 



Final Wireframe





Animation Development
 NME logo development for animation.



Animation Development

Story Board 



Animation Development


